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Abstract:- 
Background: Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a useful tool to clinicians in radiologic analysis of the 

meniscus injuries and planning its treatment protocol. A radiologist should thoroughly understand the imaging 

protocols, normal meniscal anatomy and its anatomical variation, common injuries occurring to meniscus and 

difficult to detect meniscal injuries to fulfil the diagnostic accuracy and guide the surgeons for treatment. 

Standard radiography and ultrasound have extreme limitation for detection of the meniscal injuries. The use of 

standard radiography is only limited to differentiate the symptoms of meniscal injuries from osteoarthritis. 

Ultrasound is almost never used for detecting meniscal pathology. CT arthrography may be used when MRI is 

not possible or contraindicated. Recently, three-dimensional (3D) sequences with isotropic resolution have been 

developed that provide thinner sections with isotropic resolution that allows the creation of multiplanar 

reformatted images to obtain from an acquisition in one sectional plane reconstructions in other spatial planes. 

After diagnosing meniscal tear, its precise description and classification in different pattern such as horizontal, 

longitudinal, radial, root, complex, displaced, and bucket-handle tears, should be done in order to provide 

accurate guide to clinicians. 

Materials and methods: MRI knee is done with high spatial resolution including different sequences. Field of 

view should be less than 16 cm or equal to it with slice thickness of 3 to 4 mm to obtain accurate images for tear 

detection.MRI should include two-dimensional (2D) T 1 and T 2 weighted images with and without fat 

suppression, proton density (PD) in axial, coronal and sagittal planes 

Conclusion: MRI is the “Gold Standard” non-invasive technique for accurately diagnosing the meniscal 

injuries as it has high spatial resolution with different sequences for diagnosis.  
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I. Introduction 
Meniscal tears are frequently encountered entity and its diagnosis is mainly based on patient history, 

clinical examination, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and arthroscopic findings. Not every meniscal tear 

presents with symptoms, some tears such as longitudinal tears are also seen in asymptomatic patients, who 

belong to older age group (1). Precise and in time detection of meniscus lesion is necessary as it predispose the 

surrounding cartilage to undergo degenerative osteoarthritis and thus increase the morbidity of the patients (2). 

Other possibilities should be explored in symptomatic patients to accurately diagnose meniscal tears. 

Diagnostic arthroscopy is standard modality for diagnosing and treating knee pathologies, however, 

radiological imaging is still necessary for best planning of the surgery. Out of many radiological examinations 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is best non-invasive tool for correct diagnosis of meniscal tears.With 

arthroscopy considered the standard of reference, MR imaging have high sensitivity (93% for the medial 

meniscus [MM] and 79% for the lateral meniscus [LM]) and specificity (88% for the MM and 96% for the LM) 

for detection ofmeniscal tears (3). The distribution of meniscal tear is different between medial and lateral 

meniscus, more than 50 % of the meniscal tears involves medial meniscus and of which body and posterior horn 

include 98 % of the cases. However, distribution of tears in lateral meniscus varies with55 % of the cases 

involving the posterior horn, 29 % the body or the body and the anterior horn and 16 % only the anterior horn 

(4,5). Most of the time false positive cases are diagnosed with posterior horn of the medial meniscus, because 

some longitudinal tears are difficult to diagnose due to difficult location for the arthroscopy to visualise far 

posterior tear (6). 

This article describes technical aspect of MR imaging for detection of meniscal tears, normal anatomy 

and various tear patterns, difficult to diagnose tears and its pitfall and how to avoid them. 
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II. Technical Factors 
There are various types of MRI machines with variable magnetic field strengths such as 1.0, 1.5, 3 T. 

1.0 T MRI machines have poor resolution, therefore average must be kept high to obtain good quality images, 

however it will increase overall examination time and risk of movement of patient (7). 3.0 T MRI machines are 

faster for scanning and acquire high quality images but its sensitivity and specificity is equivalent to 1.5 T MRI, 

however, 3.0 T MRI have high metallic artefact. 

 

Protocols: 

MRI knee is done with high spatial resolution including different sequences. Field of view should be 

less than 16 cm or equal to it with slice thickness of 3 to 4 mm to obtain accurate images for tear detection (8). 

MRI is done using fast spin echo sequences due to its faster acquisition time and less artefacts (9).MRI should 

include two-dimensional (2D) T 1 and T 2 weighted images with and without fat suppression, proton density 

(PD) in axial, coronal and sagittal planes. More recently, three-dimensional (3D) sequences with isotropic 

resolution have been developed that provide thinner sections with isotropic resolution that allows the creation of 

multiplanar reformatted images to obtain from an acquisition in one sectional plane reconstructions in other 

spatial planes. Though 3D technique is better, it does not outperform 2D sequences in diagnosing meniscal tears 

except in meniscal root tear due to small structure visualisation (10-14). 

 

ANATOMY 

Menisci  

There are two menisci: lateral and medial. Medial meniscus is more ―C‖ shaped while lateral menisci is 

―O‖ shaped. Both menisci have fibrocartilaginous matrix which forms lattice. There are longitudinally arranged 

collagen fibres that provide meniscus with stability and prevent it from extrusion. Perpendicular to it thin radial 

fibres are arranged forming a lattice network which provide strength and flexibility when compression forces are 

applied to them (15,16). 

On MRI menisci have low signal intensity and appear as ―bow tie‖ in sagittal plane and opposite 

triangle in coronal plane. Both menisci have fourparts :roots, anterior horn, body and posterior horn. Both 

anterior horns attach to tibia plateau with anterior roots and posterior horns with posterior roots. Anterior root of 

the medial meniscus is situated anterior to anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) and attaches anterior horn to 

anterior intercondylar fossa. Anterior root of the lateral meniscus attaches it to the lateral intercondylar tibial 

eminence posterior to insertion of ACL (17). Fibres from the both anterior roots and ACL joins and appears as 

irregular signal intensity on sagittal plane images (18). Posterior root of the medial meniscus attaches posterior 

horn to posterior intercondylar fossa behind the posterior cruciate ligament (PCL) (17). Posterior root of the 

lateral meniscus attaches to posterior lateral intercondylar tibial eminence. Each meniscus has superior concave 

surface and flat base which is attached to tibial plateau. Superior surface is in contact with corresponding 

femoral condyle. Both menisci have central thin edge and peripheral thickened portion, so it appears as triangle 

or wedge shaped based on the coronal section.  

Medial meniscus is less mobile due to its attachment with medial collateral ligament and for this reason 

are more liable to injuries. Posterior horn of the medial meniscus is larger than anterior horn, however both 

horns of the lateral meniscus are similar in size. 
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Figure 1. Normal MRI anatomy of the menisci. (A.) PD fat sat weighted sagittal image showing bow tie 

appearance of the meniscus body. (B.) PD fat sat weighted sagittal image of medial meniscus showing opposing 

triangle appearance with posterior triangle larger than anterior (arrow). (C.) PD fat sat weighted sagittal image 

of lateral meniscus showing similar size of both triangle. (D.) PD weighted coronal image showing normal 

morphology of triangular shape meniscal body. (E.) PD weighted coronal image of meniscal root (arrow). 

 

Ligaments surrounding menisci 

It includes meniscofemoral ligament, transverse meniscal (geniculate) ligament, medial and lateral 

collateral ligaments, menisco-capsular ligament and meniscomeniscal ligament. 

Meniscofemoral ligament (MLF) on lateral side arise from posterior horn of the lateral meniscus and 

insert on lateral aspect of medial femoral condyle. There are two MFL, one traversing anteriorly to PCL 

(Humphrey ligament) and second posteriorly (Wrisberg ligament). Identification of these ligaments also help as 

secondary signs for diagnosing meniscal tears. If attachment of MFL on posterior horn is far (described as four 

or more 3-mm-thick images with a 0.5-mm inter-section gap) should invoke suspicion about peripheral 

longitudinal tear of posterior horn (19). Medial side of the meniscofemoral ligament is part of the deep layer of 

medial collateral ligament. It arises from the body of the medial meniscus to 1-2 cm above the joint line on 

femoral condyle (20).  

Transverse ligaments connect both horns of contralateral side. Anterior transverse ligament connects 

both anterior horns, it is also known as geniculate ligament. It prevents antero-posterior deviation of the anterior 

horn of the medial meniscus. Lack of knowledge of this normal anatomy may lead to false positive diagnosis of 

the longitudinal tear of the anterior horn. Posterior transverse ligament is rarely present, when present it is seen 

anterior to PCL on coronal images (21). 

Medial and lateral collateral ligaments are present outside the joint capsule. Medial collateral ligament 

(MCL) originates at the medial femoral epicondyle, anteroinferior to the adductor tubercle, superior to the 
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superficial medial collateral ligament attachment, and anterior to the medial gastrocnemius tendon attachment, 

and has two insertion sites at upper medial surface of the tibia. Deep layer of the MCL attaches to medial 

meniscus. It has three parts: meniscofemoral, meniscotibial and meniscopatellar (21). Meniscotibial ligament 

connects inferior margin of the medial meniscus to cortex of tibia below the joint line (21).Meniscotibial 

ligament forms the deepest layer of the joint capsule and attach in periphery of posteromedial of meniscus, it is 

also called menisco capsular ligament (21). Meniscopatellar ligament attaches medial meniscus to patellar 

margin (22). Unlike the MCL, lateral collateral ligament (LCL) have no attachment with lateral meniscus, but 

lateral meniscus in its entire circumference attaches to tibia with meniscocapsular ligament or coronary 

ligament. 

Popliteomeniscal fascicles are fibrous bands that is lined by synovium and connects posterior horn of 

the lateral meniscus with popliteus tendon and stabilizes and prevents its motion (23).  Rarely, meniscomeniscal 

oblique ligament is seen on MRI, which connects the anterior horn of the medial meniscus to the posterior horn 

of the lateral meniscus (medial oblique ligament) and from the anterior horn of the lateral meniscus to the 

posterior horn of the medial meniscus (lateral oblique ligament) (24).A tear of the posterosuperior fascicle is 

highly associated with, but not specific for, a tear of the LM, with a sensitivity, specificity, and positive 

predictive value (PPV) of 89%, 96%, and 79%, respectively (25). 

 

III. Meniscal Tears 
Normal menisci are seen as low intensity structure on MRI except in recent trauma due to contusion, 

mucinous degeneration, post-operative menisci and in children. In children menisci is seen as high intensity 

structure due to its normal vascularity. As the age increases vascularity become less and in adult it has low 

intensity. 

 

Criteria for diagnosis 

(1) An abnormal signal intensity in the meniscus that should reach either of the surface on at least 2 

consecutive images suggestive of meniscal tear. This concept is known as ‗‘two-slice-touch rule‖ which has 

high positive predictive value of 94 % for medial meniscus and 96 % for lateral meniscus. If same finding, seen 

on only single image positive predictive value decreases as 43 % in medial meniscus and 18 % in lateral 

meniscus (26,27). 

(2) This rule is related to distortion of the morphology of the menisci in form of substance loss or 

displacement of the meniscal part from its main body. For this reason, knowledge of normal anatomy of the 

meniscus is necessary. 

 

Patterns of the meniscal tears 

A standard classification of the meniscal rear is not developed, but generally meniscal tears are longitudinal, 

horizontal, radial, complex, bucket-handle, displaced and root tear. 

 

Longitudinal tear 

This tear is parallel to the long axis of the meniscus and involve either one surface of the meniscus. 

This tear runs parallel to the circumferentially arranged collagen fibres and thus does affect strength of the 

meniscus very much. It divides meniscus into medial and lateral part of varying size depending the site of the 

tear (28). It occurs due to severe injury to the knee mostly in young patients (28). Tear involving peripheral part 

of the lateral meniscus often misdiagnosed as false positive and difficult to identify, because of its surrounding 

complex anatomy and difficult visualization in arthroscopy. Tear involving posterior horn of the lateral 

meniscus often extend to reach junction of the meniscofemoral ligament with posterior horn causing its 

separation. Although there is normal separation between ligament and posterior horn, if this separation extends 

more than 14 mm or more than 4 slices of 3 mm thickness it indicates longitudinal tear of the posterior horn. 

This lesion   is also called ―zip‖ lesion due to its pattern (29-31). Longitudinal type of tear is closely related to 

ACL tears as much as 90 % for medial and 83 % for lateral meniscus (32). Longitudinal tear involving posterior 

horn of the medial meniscus associated with ACL tear causes instability of the knee joint and it should be 

diagnosed early, because of the availability of specific treatment option. Without proper treatment it can convert 

into bucket handle tear with displacement into intercondylar notch (33). On MRI it is seen as vertical line 

extending to either or both surface in coronal plane. 

https://radiopaedia.org/articles/tibia?lang=us
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Figure 2. MRI imaging appearance of longitudinal tear. (A) PD weighted sagittal image shows linear vertical 

signal intensity that reaches from inferior margin to superior margin, suggestive of longitudinal tear of the 

posterior horn. (B.) Diagrammatical representation of the longitudinal tear. 

 

Horizontal tear 

This tear is horizontal to the meniscus surface and divides it into upper and lower portion. It should 

involve either surface, but may involve free edge or extends upto peripheral part completely separating superior 

and inferior surface of the meniscus. In severe tears it can form meniscal cyst (34). It occurs due to degenerative 

changes in the joints and without trauma, therefore it typically involves older age group of generally more than 

40 years (35). 
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Figure 3. MRI appearance of Horizontal tear. (A.) PD fat sat weighted sagittal image shows a tear of the 

posterior horn (arrow). (B.) PD fat sat weighted coronal images shows horizontal tear of posterior horn of the 

medial meniscus. (C.) Diagrammatic appearance of the horizontal tear of the posterior horn. 

 

Radial tear 

It is perpendicular to the tibial plateau and meniscus axis and begins from the free edge of the meniscus 

and extends towards periphery. Most common location is body of the medial meniscus. Healing of this type of 

tear is difficult as they are located in avascular area of the meniscus and thus partial or complete meniscectomy 

may be required. It breaks the circumferential collagen fibres causing significant loss of meniscal function and 

strength. Meniscal extrusion may happen with this tear. Small radial tear are difficult to diagnose on MRI. Error 

made in diagnosing tear patterns mainly comprises of radial tears (36). Posterior horn of the medial meniscus or 

the junction of the anterior horn and body of the lateral meniscus are commonly involved. It involve the free 

edge of the meniscal surface. When the inner point of the meniscal triangle is absent or blunted on one or more 

coronal images, a radial meniscal tear should be suspected. Various radiological signs on MRI are described 

below.  

Truncated triangle, Cleft sign and Ghost meniscus sign. It depends on site of the meniscal tear and 

imaging plane. Truncated triangle sign is seen if tear is incomplete and does not extends up to periphery of the 

meniscus and ghost meniscus sign is seen if tear is full thickness. For example, if tear is in body it is seen as 

cleft sign on sagittal image and truncated triangle or ghost meniscus sign on coronal images. Similarly, if the 

tear is thorough anterior or posterior horn it is seen as truncated or ghost meniscus sign on sagittal images and 

cleft on coronal images. Marching cleft sign is seen in obliquely oriented tear at junction of body and horn. Cleft 

sign is not specific for radial tear, it is also seen in longitudinal tears depending on their location. On coronal 

images, cleft sign is seen in longitudinal tear though body and radial tear through horns. Opposite also holds true 

for sagittal plane images. 
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Figure 4. MRI appearance of radial tear. (A.) PD fat sat weighted sagittal image shows fluid signal intensity 

which reaches to superior and inferior margin of meniscal body (arrow). (B.) PD fat sat weighted coronal image 

shows radial tear of body of medial meniscus. (C.) diagrammatical model showing radial tear. 

 

Root tear 

Root tear is a type of radial tear which involves roots. Root tears gained much importance over the 

years because of their underdiagnoses on MRI and arthroscopy both. Complete root tear is associated with 

meniscal extrusion, particularly if involves medial meniscus (37). Sensitivity and specificity for detection of 

root tear can be increased if proper attention is given to roots by 86%–90% and 94%–95%, respectively (38). 

Coronal fluid-sensitive MR imaging sequences are better for the root tears because it partially compensates for 

magic-angle and pulsation artefacts. The root should course over its respective tibial plateau on at least one 

image on coronal MRI images. A root tear should be suspected, if the posterior root of the medial meniscus is 

not detected just medial to the PCL on sagittal images. Lateral root tears are more frequent if coincident ACL 

tear is present (37, 38). Surrounding rich synovial blood supply facilitates fast healing of early root tears without 

significant degenerative changes (39, 40). 
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Figure 5. MRI image appearance of root tear. (A.) PD fat sat weighted coronal images shows posterior root tear 

of medial meniscus (arrow). (B.)PD fat sat weighted sagittal image shows posterior root tear of medial meniscus 

(arrow). 

 

Meniscocapsular separation  

It is a type of tear involving peripheral margin of the meniscus at meniscosynovial junction. It 

commonly involves posterior horn of the medial meniscus. It is frequently associated with knee ligament tear. It 

is difficult to diagnose on MRI with PPV of 9% for the medial meniscus and 13% for the lateral meniscus (52). 

 

 
Figure 6. MRI appearance of menisco capsular separation. (A.) PD fat sat weighted coronal image shows 

interposition of fluid between lateral meniscus and lateral collateral ligament (arrow). 

 

Complex tear 

It is a combination of radial, horizontal and longitudinal tear, any two or all three. Meniscus is fragmented and 

seen in all planes. It is nearly always degenerative. 
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Figure 7. MRI appearance of complex tear. (A.) PD fat sat weighted sagittal image shows complex tear of 

posterior horn, which has vertical (arrowhead) and horizontal (arrow) component. (B.) PD fat sat weighted 

coronal image shows complex tear (arrow). 

 

Displaced tear 

Displaced tear occur in 9-24 % of the cases. It may be displaced fragment, flap or bucket handle tear. 

Displacement can happen in any type of tear. Diagnosis is based visualization of menisci with missing fragment 

and distorted menisci with absent portion on MRI. All fragments should be located for better surgical 

intervention and prevention of persistent knee pain and locking even after surgery. 

1. Bucket handle tear: It is caused by full thickness longitudinal tear with central migration of the inner 

fragment. The fragment separated by meniscal wall is seen as bucket handle on axial images. It commonly 

involves medial meniscus and account for 10 % of all meniscal tears (41). This type of tears are easily diagnose 

on MRI as displaced fragment is clearly visualized in intercondylar notch on coronal images. On sagittal 

images, it is seen as double PCL sign. Other signs include an absent bow tie, a fragment within the intercondylar 

notch, a double anterior horn or flipped meniscus, and a disproportionally small posterior horn (42-45). These 

signs are sensitive but not specific. For example absent bow-tie sign, where the innermost bow tie is not present, 

can also be seen in a small or paediatric patient and with a radial tear of the body, macerated meniscus, or prior 

partial meniscectomy (43). Aprominent ligament of Humphry, a meniscomeniscal ligament, and intercondylar 

osseous bodies mimics the double PCL sign (46). Lateral meniscus is rarely involve and show double ACL sign 

where displaced fragment take place just posterior to ACL (47). 
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Figure 8. MRI appearance of Bucket Handle tear. (A.) PD fat sat weighted sagittal image shows ―Double PCL‖ 

sign (arrow). (B.) PD fat sat weighted coronal image shows displaced inner fragment of tear within 

intercondylar notch (arrow). (C.)  PD fat sat weighted axial image shows displaced fragment. (D.) 

diagrammatical representation of ―Bucket handle‖ tear 

 

2. Meniscal fragments/ flaps: Fragments form medial meniscus are displaced either into intercondylar 

notch or superior recess. Fragments from lateral meniscus are equally distributed along the posterior joint line 

and lateral recess. When the displaced fragmentblocks the peripheral edge of the tibial plateau and the deep part 

of the medial cruciate ligament, it cannot be seen on arthroscopy because the surface of the meniscus appears to 

be intact. On the other hand, it is more often visible on coronal images. Fragments of the medial meniscus rarely 

displace inferomedial under the medial meniscus. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 9. MRI appearance of flipped meniscus. (A.) PD fat sat weighted sagittal image shows fragment of 

anterior horn which is flipped posteriorly resulting in double up appearance of posterior horn (arrow) and absent 

anterior horn (arrowhead). (B.) PD fat sat weighted coronal image shows absent part of body of the lateral 

meniscus. (arrow) (C.) PD fat sat weighted coronal image shows displaced fragment of lateral meniscus in the 

intercondylar area (arrow). 
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SECONDARY SIGNS OF MENISCAL TEARS 

Secondary signs of meniscal tears are findings that may accompany meniscal tear and increases the radiologist‘s 

confidence for diagnosing tear in equivocal or difficult to diagnose cases as they have high specificity and PPV. 

However, they have low sensitivity. They are parameniscal cyst, meniscal extrusion and Subchondral marrow 

edema. 

1) Parameniscal cyst: It occurs more commonly in the medial compartment. Medial meniscal cyst is 

commonly seen at posterior horn, while lateral meniscal cysts are located near anterior horn. Medial meniscal 

cysts are more symptomatic due to it close relation with medial collateral ligament. It is caused by usually 

horizontal tears which extends to periphery allowing synovial fluid from joint capsule to trickle into 

parameniscal area forming a cyst. This sign has a PPV of more than 90%, with the exception of the anterior horn 

of the LM, where the PPV is 67% (48). It is important to find tear in case of parameniscal cyst because if only 

cyst is treated without intervention of the tear, the cyst can recur. 

 

2) Meniscal extrusion:Extrusion is present when the peripheral margin of the meniscus extends 3 mm or 

more beyond the edge of the tibial plateau. It is caused by disruption of the circumferentially oriented collagen 

fibres which are responsible for hoops strength. Specifically, 76% of medial root tears have extrusion, and 39% 

of extrusions have medial root tears (49). So there is a close association with root tears and meniscal extrusion. 

Meniscal extrusion is not a specific sign as it is also seen in elderly with preceding joint degenerative changes, 

large radial tears and complex tears (50). 

 

 
Figure 10. MRI PD fat sat weighted coronal image shows displacement of meniscal body laterally from the 

tibial plateau more than 3 mm. 

 

3) Subchondral marrow edema: Linear subchondral bone marrow edema is defined as superficial 

edema that is adjacent to the meniscal attachment site, parallels the articular surface, and is less than 5 mm deep. 

This sign can be seen in more than 60% of MM tears and more than 90% of LM tears, with a sensitivity and 

specificity of 64%–70% and 94%–100% for the MM, respectively, and 88%–89% and 98%– 100% for the LM, 

respectively (51). 

 

IV. Conclusion 
MRI is the most accurate and least invasive tool for the diagnosis of meniscal tears. This knee imaging 

technique is the ―gold standard‖ for the analysis of meniscal lesions.One should be familiar with the normal 

anatomy, common anatomic variants, and indirect secondary signs of meniscal tears to reduce errors in 

interpretation. 
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